
The Pyramid of Wnjs

Corridor

(Annotations)

*********************************

The corridor, being at the same time the entrance  and the 
exit of the pyramid, has a definite style of its own. For what 
concerns the reading direction, provided there is a direction 
(and I believe there is), I have come to the conclusion that it 
begins from Utterance 313 of the western wall and ends at 
Utterance 321 of the eastern one - following thus Sethe's 
sequence. And I believe that those utterances form in 
themselves a whole, namely that the glyphs in the two walls 
build a unique, quite peculiar structure.

The first thing to note is that seven of the nine utterances 
are"theriomorphic" centred. The major figure being a 
specific animal. The remaining two utterances (316,321) are 
"sky oriented".

It's possible thus to divide the sequence into four sections:

1) 313 - 314 - 315

2) 316

3) 317-318-319-320

4) 321



in fact into two main sections, each one ending with a sky 
oriented utterance. We may even give a more specific 
look,pointing out their main characters:

------------ west wall -------------

313 : Babai (baboon)/Horus

314 : Bull (hostile)

315 : Baboon 

316 : Hmi = Ferryman of the sky

317 : Sobek (crocodile)

------------ east wall ------- [ wall change ]

318 : naw Serpent (bull of the Ennead)

319 : Bull (aspect of Wnjs)

320: Babai (alpha baboon)

321 : Heafmeaf = Ferryman of the sky

One cannot help remarking the elegant balanced 
structure.Leaving aside the last utterance, which is a sort of 
epilogue, we have Babai working as a virtual bracket [313 – 
320] enfolding another bracket formed by two bulls [314 – 
319], which enfolds three alpha males [315 - 317 - 318]: a 
baboon, a crocodile and a naw-serpent (described as the Bull 
of the Ennead).



Interesting to remark is also the fact that the last utterance of
the western wall and the first one of the eastern wall are 
reptilian oriented: a crocodile and a serpent. In a sort of way 
they form a hinge that underlines the continuity of the 
sequence. But what is to be remarked specifically is 
Utterance 316, in which we see in Wnjs quite an unusual 
psychological trait: humbleness. It seems that he admits not 
to be able to reach the sky by himself, not to be in a condition
to influence by his magic power two celestial beings, Hmi 
and sHdw,  who can be his only help. I am tempted to see in 
Hmi a reference to the astral Osiris, namely Orion, with his 
head turned backwards.

Thus /Hmii/ (helmsman) and the verb /Hmi/ hinting at 
“going backwards”.

Wnjs has just made a show of himself as an impetuous 
baboon. Now, there is another Utterance in which Wnjs is 
attired as a baboon: antechamber east gable [275 - 415c]



mark.f r pH.f n(i) bsk n(i) ian

(his 'marek' at his rear, (made) of the 

disembowelling of a baboon).

In that particular instance, having eaten the gods in the 
cannibal hymn, Wnjs presents himself  before the falcons,

415a :  i.n wnis xr.Tn bikw

but he finds their temples "shut". This at least is my 
interpretation, following Piankoff, Faulkner and Spiegel. 
That means that Wnjs,  before entering the celestial temples, 
must accomplish quite a difficult task and neutralize hostile 
forces - starting with the ophidian creatures of 276-299 (the 
serpent spells of the eastern wall).

It seems that Wnjs has now reached the conclusion that, no 
matter how powerful, he cannot perform successfully his 
"quantum leap" just on his own, although he has integrated 
the needed divine qualities and has in himself the fecund 
energy of Sobek and the sound structure of the naw-serpent.

 This needs a little elucidation. We are told that the serpent 
(Wnjs) has swallowed his seven Uraei, which are in fact the 
seven vertebrae of the human neck, each one being in itself 
an Ennead.  It is another way to say that Wnjs "has his head 
firm on his neck/trunk", since "he is  the Bull of the sky" 
(273,396-7 : cannibal hymn), like our naw-serpent/Bull of 
the Ennead. In conclusion he is definitely firm and stands 
now on solid (psychological) grounds.

This modifies the aspect of the Bull. The hostile one of 314 
becomes the radiant Bull of 319.  This Utterance ends telling 



that Wnjs is the third one in appearance. I am of the opinion 
that it might refer to the third star of Orion's Belt (sAH), 
which is the celestial symbol of Osiris. 

In other words Wnjs is shown as the third star of the 
constellation (together with Osiris and Horus?). A sort of 
Egyptian trinity, since Osiris-Horus-Wnjs form in fact the 
three aspects of a unique figure. 

The last metamorphosis is that of Wnjs becoming Babai, he 
who shuts the doors of the Netherworld (Akr) and opens 
those of the sky. Thus we see Wnjs who overcomes death and
finds his heavenly place, his place in the sky as the reborn 
Osiris.

In fact in the last Utterance (321) is mentioned a 



mysterious /sfrt Htpw/ which is in the back of Osiris. I 
wouldn't exclude that it might refer to the spinal cord, seen 
symbolically as the life force of the naw-serpent (the road of 
the naw-serpent found later on in The Book of the 
Dead:149).

The blending of theriomorphic figures endowed with 
"fecundating" power in such a circumscribed place (the short
corridor, both in length and height) gives shape to a sort of 
“life giving potential energy complex”, encircled by the sun.

Why not think of it as the ancient Egyptian way to describe 
their Big-Bang?


